THE CONTACTS OF CIVILIZATIONS
could only exist on paper, for it was too expensive and too
for the personnel available. The French magistracy
the different colonies with such rapidity         It was not felt
the effort to learn native languages and kw. Moreover,
were few in number compared with the demand,
did not offer the same inducements in salary or promotion as in
All of these factors meant the malevolent reign of the interpreter,
systematic corruption weighted the popular distress*
with the expense and faulty justice of the new
^ The Prosecuting Attorney's optimistic report of the	felt
by the Cochin-Chinese at the reform of justice	by the fact
that many cases were settled out of court,	the
often so wide of the mark. An unforeseen difficulty	the
ranks, owing to the jealousy of the administrators for the
who had partially displaced them. There was a	to
carry out the others' orders, and threats of	to
natives who carried their cases to the rival's court. The         was not
thrashed out till 1903, when the	suppressed in
China, and the last link broken so as to give the magistracy full
The natives lost respect for adaBimstrators who could not
disobedience to their laws, or if the punishment followed it
panied by mystifying delays. The separation of powers in the
was essentially an effort to protect civil liberties	the
tratkm's encroachments. But it did nothing to help the
no civil liberties, and it was felt to be dangerous since the
no longer adequately protected against native uprisings.
The codes naturally 'did not escape
made in the criminal code (as translated by PblsBtre} by	as a
model French penal legislation, and adapting It in aa         of
to Annamite customs in such- matters as	and
The most important reform was the	of corpora!
always excepting the death penalty. The civil axle
Araaznite, but this proved equally	The	of
was no longer appropriate to1 a people	its
based as- it was on a now obsolete offlization. Cc^Um-China	a
legislation of its own, and it was given a	code that was too Occi-
dental, and a civil code that was
Unlike Gxrhm-Gaiw,	jorasdictioii was never	in
Annan* and Toaim By tfae 1874 treaty French and
wciifced side by side oa a         of equality, and it waa not         it
ms

